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PA'l"'EH3 OF INFILTRATICN IN MULTIFAMILY BUIIDnG; 

Abstract 

'Ihe anount of air infiltration in a building, for given weather 
data, depends on the leakage and its distribution on the building 
envelope. In our simulations of 17 designs of multiunit, multistorey 
buildings in Berlin, based on a typical meteorological year, we obtained 
a wide range of infiltration values, that varied according to the floor 
plan, the nt.tnber and location of wall openings and cracks, and the flow 
resistance relationship between the inside and the exterior of the 
building. All structures investigated, although varying in age fran 40 
years old to newly constructed, and varying in height fran 2 to 27 
stories, had the following camton features: all ground-floor flats 
sh.cJr...ed the highest infiltration rates for the building, and infiltration 
rates for flats above the neutral pressure level have a minor height 
dependence. 'Ihe overall ventilation rate for each of the buildings 
investigated is so low that infiltration alone is not sufficient to can
ply with ventilation requirements. O:cupants control the ventilation in 
their flats by opening windows and doors, and, in this way they maintain 
satisfactory air quality but at far greater ventilation rates than 
necessary . 
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Introduction 

With :improved insulation of the building shell, heat loss due to 

ventilation - whether controlled or by infiltration -- has becane a 

significant fraction of the building 1 s overall heat loss. 'Ihe annual 

heat loss by infiltration, Which is the randan flow of outside air 

through unintentional openings driven by wind pressure and thermal booy

ancy, 1 is, unlike the equivalent for corxhx:tion, not dependent only on 

the temperature difference bet'Neell inside and outside the building, but 

also on wind speeds. High wind speeds often occur at higher outdoor 

temperatures than those used in design corxtitions and might drive 

·higher infiltration rates than those calculated for design conditions 

(e.g. DIN 4701) •2 (Design corrlitions in DIN 4701 are characterized by 

mi.nimun temperatures and the wind speeds which usually occur at these 

temperatures). Due to the smaller temperature differences in these 

cases, the infiltration heat loss i tse1 f need not exeed the calculated 

design value. 

Whereas the annual energy consumption due to conduction can be cal

culated easily, the corresponding factor for ventilation p:::>ses sane 

problems. 'Ihere.fore, simulation prograrnnes used to calculate annual 

heat consumption in a building usually use fixed ventilation rates for 

the 'Ahole year. Estimates of air exchange rates due to ventilation vary 

fran 0. 2 to 1. 0 air changes per oour, depending en the progranme 1 s 

aiJ'th:)r. In other \toOrds, simulation progranmes for residential buildings 

not only differ markedly in the algorithm each employs, but they all 

reflect lack of knowledge about a factor that is significant in assess

ing the arrount of energy consumed annually. 
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'Ihe simulation \t.Ork described here was carried out to satisfy the 

need for a m:xiel v.hose calculation of the annual heat consumption \t.Ould 

take into account the heat loss due to conduction and the heat loss due 

to ventilation under design conditions. 3 'lhis :paper focusses on the dis

tribution of the infiltration over the building height and the question 

of Whether the infiltration that occurs provides sufficient ventilation 

for maintaining reasonable indoor air quality for the building's 

residents. 

Computation Base 

In order to establish a catp.ttational base, the annual heat consump

tion in multiunit residential buildings was simulated for seventeen dif

ferent floor plans using an existing cc::mp.tter progranme at the Hermann

Rietschel-Institut of the Technische thiversitaet Berlin. 4 , 5 'Ihe simula

tions -were based en an inland climate using a typical meteorological 

year ('IMY) for Berlin, which was developed by Jahn. 6 'Ihe investigation 

_period consisted of the days having a balance tnint temperature of 16°c 

as defined by VDI 2067. 

'lb canpa.re the results with those for a coastal climate, a secorrl 

location in Gennany was crosen. Because 00 rourly -weather data -were 

available for the coastal climate, the -weather-data set was fitted to 

the JTOnthly mean values for wind speed and temperatures for H:lmburg

Fuhlsbuettel. 'Iherefore, the mean temperature was reduced about 0.4 K 

and the amplitude of the daily temperature variation was reduced too. A 

canparison of average wind speeds show 1.3 (January) to 2.1 (May) times 
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higher wind speeds for Hamburg. .Accordingly, wind speeds for Hmlburg 

were multiplied by these factors. 'lhese artificially obtained -...eather 

data for Hamburg represent an increase in degree days of 3% over the 

value given by VDI 2067. 

'!his investigation covers mul tistorey buildings up to 27 floors. 

The buildings range in age fran pre \'brld W:lr II through buildings still 

in design stage. 'nle ceiling heights range fran 2. 5 m up to 4. 0 m. All 

floor plans are s1'"lowl in !Eference #4. Fbr staircases with outside 

walls, inside temperature "Was simulated at a value floating bet\'Jeerl 10 

°C at design corrlitions (assuming an outdoor temperature of -14°C} and 

equilibrium bet-...een inside and outside (assuming outdoor temperature 

above 20°C} • 'n1e temperature inside the flats "Was assumed to be a con

stant 20°c. 

Q:mp:lred to the static pressure associated with an undisturbed 

·..rind-velocity pattern, the pressure field around a building is generally 

characterized by regions of overpressure on the wi.nd"Ward side and under-

pressure on the facades parallel to the air stream and on the lee"Ward 

side of the building. 

W"lere: 

v 

c. 
l. 

wind pressure [Pa] 

density of air [kg/m3] 

wind speed [m/ s] 

pressure coefficient for 'Wall i [-] 

-3-
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z height above ground [m] 

T temperature ['1<]. 

Excltrling thermal stratification, the vertical profile of the mean 

wind speed in the atm:>spheric boundary layer depends primarily on the 

surface roughness and increases in velocity with increasing height above 

ground. 'Ihe wind speed w:ts calculated by the equation: 

v(z) I v(z ) = (z/z )1/m 
0 0 

(2) 

Where: 

v wind speed in height z [m/ s] 

v
0 

wind speed at reference height [m/s] 

z height above ground [m] 

z
0 

reference height (m], usually lOrn above ground 

1/m expJnent [-]: value depends on terrain roughness: 

for the following simulations 1/3 was used. 

'Ihe wind-pressure coefficients and their distribution were calcu

lated according to Krise her and Beck: 7 that is, the actua.l recorded wind 

direction fran the weather-data set w:ts converted into one of the eight 

directions on the canp3.ss. 

Pressure gradients bet\>Jeen the inside arid outside of the building 

also arise fran changes in air density resulting frcrn temperature 

differences bet'INieefl outside air and inside air, called stack effect. 

'lbe stack effect pressure gradient depends only on temperature differ-

ence, whereas the height of the neutral pressure level (NPL) is deter-

mined by the air leakage distribution. 'Ihe neutral pressure level is 
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defined as that height on the building :fdcade W'lere, under calm condi

tions, no pressure differences exist betW~een inside and outside. 

'nle permeability of the building envelope and the inside flow resis

tances W~ere ch:>sen fran the flow coefficients listed in DIN 4701. 'nle 

infiltration is described by the p:>W~er law expression 

Q = a 1 dpfl (3) 

where: 

Q infiltration [m3/h] 

a crack-flow coefficient [m3 /m h Pan] 

1 crack length [m] 

dp pressure difference between inside and outside [Pa] 

or: 

Q =D d~ (4) 

W'lere: 

D air permeability [m3 /h Pan] 

'lbe crack length was measured fran blueprints and considered to be 

constant for all simulation runs for a given floor plan. Fbr simulation 

runs using the W~eather data for Berlin, the crack-flow coefficients 

noted in the building code W~ere varied (see '!able 1) • 'lb assure the 

highest p::>ssible flow rate, WE! asstmed all doors inside the apartments 

to be open. In aprrtments, bathroan exhaust fans are alrrost all con

trolled by a timer or by the light switch: ~ver, our calculations 

anitted all allow:mces for mechanical ventilation, even for bathrocms 

where no natural ventilation was indicated en the floor plan and the use 
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of mechanical ventilation ....as highly probable. 

For p.l!1X>se of interpretation, we defined the outside penneability 

ratio (apr) as a characteristic factor for the cross-flow of air through 

a structure. 'lha t is , 

0
sma11 

apr=-----

0total 

(5) 

'nle numerator of this quotient represents the sum of the penneabili

ties of the facades \thich gives the smaller value; the total penneabil

i ty of the outside envelope of this chamber is used for the denaninator. 

By using the penneabilities of the internal f5rt of the chamber envelope 

for the nunerator, equation 5 can also be used to calculate the inside 

penneability ratio (ipr). 

'nle outside permeability ratio, canbined with that used to describe 

staircase- and facade penneabilities, is res:pJnsible for the wind or 

stack dependency of the infiltration for a given flat. When outside 

penneability ratios for the facades are significantly different fran 

one-half, the infiltration can be described as strongly stack daninated. 

Results 

When using the flow coefficients prescribed by. building cx:xle DIN 

4701 arrl the '!MY for inland climate, the average infiltration rate for 

the entire heating season is between o. 04 and o. 22 air changes per h:::>ur 
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(see Table 2). 'lhese calculated air-change rates correspond well with 

short-tenn rneasuranents recorded at the SWiss Federal laboratories for 

Material Testing and Iesearch (EMPA}. 8 Gertis, 9 NKBlO and the .American 

Society of H:!ating, Iefrigerating and Air Cbnditioning Ehgineers 

(ASHRAE), 11 'hol.o.ever, recarmend that air change rates in the range of o. 5 

to 1.0 are necessary for preserving air quality 

'lhe infiltration rates \..e have described for buildings as a whole 

show a significant dependence on the building height. 4 It is known that 

thermal booyancy is restnnsible for the high air-change rates at the 

groundlevel of a building and that wind pressure daninates the air 

changes on the upper storeys •12 'llle relation of wind- and temperature

enforced air flow is de:perrlent on the internal resistance to the verti

cal air flow and ori the weather conditions. 'lllere are t't.O extranes due 

to the building design: the shaft-type building with no vertical flow 

resistance, and the storey-type building with no vertical penneability 

~t a11. 13 Real buildings are in-bet\..een these t't.O limits. 'lhe distribu

tion of resistances can be significantly changed by the inhabitants. 

Even wi.nd<:7« openings of only a few centimeters show a tranendous impact 

on the ventilation rate of the area W"lere the window is open and change 

the opening situation for the whole building. 14 

'lb learn about the distribution of infiltration in buildings, the 

average air change rates due to infiltration for the heating period were 

plotted for flats at different heights in the building for sane selected 

buildings. 
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Figure 1 

( Brl.msbuettler 

built in 1965. 

shows the floor plan of an eight...;storey building 

Oarrm 37) with three flats on each floor. 'lhe house vas 

Whereas flat #1 and flat #3 are designed to have windows 

and doors on the ~Nest facade and the east facade, flat #2 has designed 

openings in ooe outside v.e.ll only. 'nle outside penneability ratio (opr) 

for each flat is one-third fur flat #1, zero for flat #2, and almost 

one-half for flat #3. Given these differences in permeability ratios 

for the three flats, infiltration behaviour can be expected to differ 

significantly as ~Nell. 

Figure 2 (note the logarithmic y-axis) Shows the progressive 

decrease in air-change rates due to infiltration fran groundlevel to the 

seventh storey in flat #1. Parameter of the curves are the canbinations 

of the crack flow coefficients listed in Table 1. 'Ihree sets of curves 

emerge, each one representing a different crack-flow coefficient for 

building CCinJ;X)nents in the outside v.e.lls. In addition, each set itself 

contains three curves, each representing different penneability levels 

of the respective apartment doors. 'lhe shape of all curves indicates 

that the design of the flat tends slightly t.ov.e.rd stack-oriented depen

dency. 

'n1e infiltration rates for flat #2 (see Figure 3) are totally 

stack-dcminated. Its design pennits little cross-ventilation, even when 

easterly winds are strong. Because of temperature differences bet~Neen 

the outside air and the air in the stair shaft, the air pressure at the 

top of the staircase is high and does not allow outside air to flow 

through the flats above the neutral pressure level.12 Even for a canbi

nation of loose building canponents (see #09) , the average infiltration 
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CNer the heating period is less than 0. 01 air changes per h:>ur, and very 

tight construction, as in cases #01 through 03, the infiltration value 

is ten times Smaller. 

Figure 4 shows the average infiltration rate for the same period of 

time for flat #3. D.le to the equal distribution of permeabilities on 

tw::> facades, not much stack deperrlency is present. Furthenrore, because 

of the higher values for the penneability of the building envelope, the 

infiltration rate is alrcl:>st indeperrlent of the storey the flat is 

located on. 

Fbr flats located above the neutral pressure level (NPL), when out

side penneability ratios are much different fran one, the infiltration 

rate decreases as crack-flow coefficients increase. The opposite is 

true for flats situated below NPL. Fbr flat #2 the ap:i.rtment dcor is 

the only exit for wind-driven ventilation. Therefore, the penneability 

of this dcor is a major factor in the increase in infiltration rate. 

'llle findings in Buelowstrasse 96 were similar. This building, a row 

house canpleted in 1982, is seven storeys high. The ground flcor and the 

top flcor of the building each contain tw::> flats: all other flcors have 

three flats each. As the flcor plan shows (see Figure 5), this house 

has a very high percentage of windows and, therefore, a high nunber of 

cracks. In tw::> of the flats the windows are on tw::> opposite facades; 

the flat in the middle (flat #2) has openings on the west facade only. 

'llle penneability ratio for the outside \tells is one-third for flat #1, 

zero for flat #2 and on~r for flat #3. 
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Figure 6 shows the average infiltration rate for the heating season 

for all three flats under standard corrlitions (simulation #06) • 'lhe 

curve for flat #2 is m~h steeper than those for the other tv.o flats 

because of its 1<::7.Ner outside permeability ratio. B..lt even flats #1 and 

#3 are very m~h stack-influenced, which can be explained by the fact 

that their outside permeability ratios are so far fran unity. Q:mpared 

with similar cases depicted in Figures 2 through 4, the average infil

tration rates here are all of the same magnittrle. 'lhe \<thole muse rates 

(see Table 2) are slightly l<::7tNer than the canparable rates for 

Brunsbuettler D3mn 37. 

A third example, B..lelOW'Strasse 61, represented in Figure 7, shows 

the infiltration distribution for an older building with ceilings up to 

4 m. Each storey has tv.o big flats ( 150 m2 and 100 m2) which represent a 

volume of 600 m3 and 400 m3, respectively. 'lhis large volune should be 

kept in mind when canparing these infiltration rates with those fran the 

other muses, which have ceiling heights less than 3 m. 

The permeability ratio for the tv.o flats is o. 47 and o. 37, respec

tively. As expected, the curve for infiltration is less steep for flat 

#1. kcording to the different permeability ratio, the infiltration 

rate for flat #2 is rccre stack-d:m.inated. 

Fbr the simulated coastal cl.i.mate file, the infiltration rate of a 

house is less temperature-dependent than for canparable muses in inland 

cl.i.mates. The wind effect is rccre significant in these regions. Figure 

9 shows the average infiltration rate of the building shown in Figure 5, 

located in the coastal region. When the crack flow coefficients 

corres};X)rrl to the German building standard (case #06) , the simulation 
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shows a significant increase in the infiltration for the whole muse. 

'n1e infiltration rate for flat .#1, which has the highest opr-value of 

the three flats, increases tremendously under these conditions, reaching 

above NPL values of infiltration - even higher than the values recorded 

at the ground-level. 

Discussion 

All curves depicting average infiltration rates over the heating 

period show a strong dependency on the outside penneability ratio. 

Flats with openings on only one facade are strongly stack-daninated, 

whereas flats with windows on at least t\<oO facades, are rrore balanced 

with respect to wind- and stack action. 'Ihennal bmyancy is al "Nays a 

major factor in flats W'lose outside penneability ratio is rnoch smaller 

than one-ha.lf. 'Ihe relationship bet-ween the penneability ratios of the 

different flats on a single floor detennine the slope of each curve. An 

inspection of Figure 8 and Figure 6 show these facts very clearly. In 

the buildings Brunsbuettler D:mm 37 and Buelowstrasse 96 (Figures 1 and 

5), there are t\<oO flats with high oprs and c:ne flat with an apr of zero. 

'lhe zero-opr flats absorb a1rrost the \\hole stack effect, so that there 

is a smaller variation in infiltration rate with height for the other 

t\<oO flats. 'Ihe infiltration for flats #1 ani #3 is due to a cross-flow 

of air through the apartments. Because of the damping effect of the 

apartment doors in these units, the pressure distribution inside the 

staircase hardly disturbs the cross-flO"N of air through them. By con

trast 1 in Etlelowstrasse 61 (see Figure 7) 1 both flats have high oprs 1 
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and in going fran the ground floor to the fourth floor the air change 

rate is reduced by one half. 

Of course, the outside :penneability ratios do not tell us the amount 

of infiltration, which de:pends solely on the ratio and absolute magni

tooe of the :penneabili ties. 

'lhat infiltration in flats having an outside :penneability ratio 

close to zero is height-de:pendent is illustrated by the dramatic 

decrease in the curves for these tmits -- on the order of three magni

tooes (see Figure 3) • 'Ib show the changes in infiltration above NPL, t.Ne 

had to use a lo:Jari thmic scale for the plots. 

Conclusions 

An imp:::>rtant factor governing infiltration rates in multi-unit 

buildings wi. th inside staircases is the height of the building. In such 

a building, flats with different oprs have quite ranarkably different 

infiltration behaviour. 

'lhe infiltration rates for all buildings investigated in this study 

are lower than ventilation reccmnendations require. In flats situated 

above the neutral pressure level, average infiltration rates -were often 

as mu:h as three orders of rnagnitooe under the guidelines set by build

ing };hysicists. 'Ib prevent damage due to rroisture and to supply ade

quate outside air for occupant canfort and safety in apartments with low 

:penneability ratios, mechanical ventilation systems must be used. In 

addition, these flats should be equi:[:ped with very tight doors to 

-12-
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protect them fran the draft of upgoing air fran the stair shaft. N:>t 

only does this draft cause canplaints fran tenants, it encourages them 

to open their windows excessively; a costly and unsatisfactory solution. 

'lhese three case studies clearly illustrate the relationship between 

infiltration and building design and cl~te in multistorey buildings. 

It is :i..nq:ortant that simulation programnes be improved and simplified 

so that in the future a};Propriate infiltration and ventilation parame-

ters can be incorp:>rated during the design stage of a building. 
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Table l: Crack-Flow O:>efficients used in C3.lculating Infiltration 

Number of Crack-Flow O:>efficient [m3 /m h Pan] 
Simulation WindOW'S Balcony D::x:>rs Apartment D::x:>rs Lobby D::x:>rs 

01 0.15 o.so 1.00 2.00 
02 0.15 o.so 2.00 2.00 
03 0.15 o.so 3.00 2.00 
04 0.30 1.00 1.00 2.00 
OS 0.30 1.00 2.00 2.00 
06 * 0.30 1.00 3.00 2.00 
07 0.60 2.00 1.00 2.00 
08 0.60 2.00 2.00 2.00 
09 0.60 2.00 3.00 2.00 
16 *,** 0.30 1.00 3.00 2.00 

Table 2: Average Infiltration Pates for the Haating Season (listed are 
the results for simulation #06) 

&*** House 1t Number of storeys Average Infiltration Pate [m3 /m3 h] 

ST 37 2 
B 60 5 
B 61 5 
B 96 7 
B 97 8 
E 15 6 
G 12 5 
HH 15 15 
HH 27 27 
L 16 3 
N 1 3 
R 11 4 
R 12 4 
R 13 4 
s 18 5 
B 24 4 
B 36 6 
B 37 8 

* 
** 

Design coooitions according to DIN 4701 

'Ibis version used a cOa.stal climate 

*** 

0.09 
0.06 
0.12 
0.10 
0.16 
0.10 
0.04 
0.11 
0.22 
0.13 
o.o1 
0.11 
0.10 
o.oa 
0.04 
o.oa 
0.12 
0.12 

Ebr muse descriptions, see Reference 4) 
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Figure 1: Floor Plan for Brunsbuettler Damm 37 
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Figure 3: AIR CHANGE RATES .DUE TO INFILTRATION 
BRUNSBUETTLER DAMM 37, FLAT #2 
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Figure· 4: AIR CHANGE RATES DUE TO INFILTRATION 
BRUNSBUETTLER DAMM 37, FLAT #3 
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Figure 5: Floor Plan for Buelowstrasse 96 
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Figure 6: AIR CHANGE RATES DUE TO INFILTRATION 
BUELOWSTRASSE 96. FLATS #1. #2 AND #3 
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Figure 7: Floor Plan for Buelowstrasse 61 
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Figures: AIR CHANGE RATES DUE TO INFILTRATION 
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Figure 9: AIR CHANGE RATES DUE TO INFILTRATION 
BUELOWSTRASSE 96. FLATS #1. #2 AND #3. COASTAL REGION 
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